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Immersed collocation 
Simulations without a mesh Real-time cutting, MEDIA2014, IEEE2017
Engineering Personalised medicine
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Quan%fy	the	quality	of	the	simula%on
physical problem
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ERC:	first	love
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ERC:	first	love
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1999-2003	Damage	Tolerance	Assessment	of	Aerospace	Structures	PhD
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How	oIen	should	we	inspect	a	structure	for	flaws?
ad hoc mesh 
refinement
SPAB and B. Moran, Engineering Fracture Mechanics, 2006  
V.P. Nguyen et al. XFEM C++ Library IJNME, 2007
Industrial applications of extended finite element methods
See also E. Wyart et al, EFM, IJNME, 2008
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Refine	along	the	“expected”	crack	path…
Y. Jin, O. Pierard, et al. Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 318 (2017) 319–348
O.A. González-Estrada et al. Computers and Structures 152 (2015) 1–10
O.A. González-Estrada  et al. Comput Mech (2014) 53:957–976
C. Prange et al. IJNME  91.13 (2012): 1459-1474.
M. Duflot, SPAB, IJNME 2007, CNME 2007, IJNME 2008.
J-J. Ródenas Garcia, IJNME 2007
F.B. Barros, et alIJNME 60.14 (2004): 2373-2398.
Before: mesh “finely” in the region where the crack is “expected” to propagate
M. Rüter CMECH (2013) 1;52(2):361-76.
J. Panetier IJNME 81.6 (2010): 671-700.
P. Hild, CMECH (2010): 1-28.
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Much	beTer…	adapt	the	discre%sa%on	locally
Y. Jin, O. Pierard, et al. Error-controlled adaptive extended finite element method for 3D
linear elastic crack propagation Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 318 (2017) 319–348
M. Duflot, SPAB, IJNME 2007, CNME 2007, IJNME 2008.
After: determine mesh refinement adaptively using a (goal-oriented) error estimate
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Much	beTer…	adapt	the	discre%sa%on	locally
Y. Jin, O. Pierard, et al. Error-controlled adaptive extended finite element method for 3D
linear elastic crack propagation Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 318 (2017) 319–348
M. Duflot, SPAB, IJNME 2007, CNME 2007, IJNME 2008.
Orders of magnitude fewer elements
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MoGvaGon:	mul%scale	fracture	of	engineering	structures	and	materials
Practical early-stage design simulations (interactive)
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Courtecuisse, 2014, Implicit method for cutting in real-
time. MEDIA
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‣Generic material models: a priori. 
‣Errors in quantities of interest for cuts in 
linear materials. 
‣ Interactive simulations (solution in ms).
‣Data-driven material models (real-time). 
‣Error control in quantities of interest for 
strong non-linearities, multi-field… 








Predict shift of brain target.
NEXT	CHALLENGES	
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‣Data-driven material models (real-time). 
‣Error control in quantities of interest for 
strong non-linearities, multi-field… 
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Finite	Elements
extended FEMunfitted FEMpolyhedral elements
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Coupled	problems
Exterior acousticsElectromagnetics
with Tahsin Khajaj U.T. Tyler
